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Abstract 

The origin of the excitation effects of gear train is Driefly discussed and an adequate tooth 
spring system model is presentpd. which enables to take intv consideration the important 
exiting effects. due from the mesh. The model is especially adapted for computer simula
tion studies. \Iakine; use of this tooth mesh substituting model. the basic tooth \'ibration 
features are discuss~d. ba~",d on simulation results. In'ftuence of the mesh irregularitie;;. 
being alv:a~;s presenL e\'en in the case of ideal toothing. is presented. Further on. the 
effect of the manufacturing errors on gear ch'namic behaviour is analvzed bv the Furier 
development of the tooth s~'iffness [utlct-ions O~l one hand. and the vibration ch'aracteristics 
are studied under quasi stationary rolling down conditions. based on computer simulation 
result;". on the other hand. 

KeY11'ordH; gear d~·namic. computer siml!!ation. Bon-linear vibration. parametric excita
tion. tooth errors. 

1. Introduction 

The gear transmissions are one of the mostly applied pOY';er transmission 
elements in mechanical drive systems. In the case of their application in 
,'ehide transmissions. they are generally subjected to random load condi
tions. varying in a wide range of load le"els and excitation frequencies. The 
schematic model of a drive system is represented on Fig. 1. The gear box 
on the input is connected to the prime mover. providing a ,'ariable Tl (t) 
input torque and on the output it is coupled to the final drive. presenting 
a variable T2 (t) load as well. where t is the time. Both are varying in the 
load and in the frequency range. too. 

The gear trains as active vibration exciting elements can have impor
tant effect on the dynamic behaviour of the whole transmission system. 
They influence the load histories on the connected parts on one side and 
their O\"n load conditions on the other side. On Fig. 1 s( Y 1) refers to the 
vibration exciting effect. as a function of the input yl angular displacement. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a vehicle drive system 

Because of the complexity of the problem. numerical simulation tech
nics can be applied for s~'stem and for element characteristic analysis and 
optimisation 

In this contribution. ;;ome basic aspects of the nOIl-linear \'ibrarions 
of gear trains are studied and some simulation re:3ults are presented for 
gears with ideal normal and modified involute profiles and for gears ,,:itll 
manufacturing errors. as base circle and pitch error. 

2. The Origin of the Vibration Exciting Effects of Gears 

The main vibration exciting effpcts of gears can be origillated hy two main 
groups [3.4]: 

The effeCls caused h~' ,he s,iffnes>.; ,·ariation of the teeth. on 'wo leyels. 
namely the stiffness yariation as the function of the contacr point 
location of the mating sina;le tooth pairs and the airermlting numjwl" 
of teeth being actually in 111esh. They are called J.?;enendly as dynamic 
effects. 

The effects introduced by contact irregularities at the beginning and at 
the end of the pressure line, eyen in the case of ideal geometry, and the 
exciting effects introduced by manufacturiIlg errors and intended pro
file modifications. the latter for imprO\'ing gear characteristics. They 
are called generally as cinematic excitation effects. 

Other parameters as the friction influence are gelH'rally less important. 
In the case of ideal tooth me::;hing. assuming that the teeth under load 

do not deform, the stiffness variation can be described in the fUIlction of the 
drive gear angular displacement . .pl. as a simple periodic function. 8(.p 1) , 
where the period is determined by the angular displacement. corresponding 
to a single tooth contact length. 0: = -lIb. At that model. the abrupt 
stiffness change is accepted at the end points .p.-1, and .; Ei of the pressure 
line. see Fig. 2a. The load influence on the meshing characteristics is fully 
neglected. so the resulting yibra tion is linear: no load influence is present. 
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However. even in the case of ideal tooth geometry. assuming elastic tooth 
deformations under 10a<1. the tooth contact length varies in the function 
of the load. so the stiffness function must be replaced by a two variable 
function, s (7'1: F;\' /b) , \\'here /b is the specific tooth normal load, Fs 
stands for the tooth normal force. and b is the tooth length. The s reduced 
stiffness function Hl contains already the load influence. so the resulting 
vibration will not be linear. On the Fig. 2b. the load dependent stiffness 
variation is schematically representeci for ideal geom.etry and realistic tooth 
m.eshing, i.e. the tooth deformations are taken into consideration. DO" 
refers to the specific load as parameter. If real tooth with fabrication error 
is considered. the period of the s (.p1: Fs /b) function is determined by the 
angular displacemellt of the drive gear. corresponding to the all possible 
combinations of contact of the dri\'e and of the driven gear tooth profiles. 

The tooth fabrication errors. as pitch. profile, etc. errors. result in 
the non-uniform rotation transmission. see for ex. Fig. S for the profile 
error. resulting non-linear effects. too, The influence of the intended profile 
modification is load dependent as welL 

Further non-linear feature is introduced by the non-linear single tooth 
pair force-deflection characteristic at any fixed contact point. resulting vari
able stiffness in the function of the load. "ee for ex. [5]. On the Fig. 4, 
single tooth pair force-deflection curve is schematically represented, where 
w stands for the tooth deflection, The theoretical. linear force:deflection 
curve is indicated as a thin line. 

The linear vibration model. discussed in detail by many authors. is conve
nient for qualitative studies. or in the case of constant load drives. if the 
specific load is in the middle or high load range. In \'ehide drive systems. 
however, characterised by important load variations, the load dependent 
effects must be taken into consideration. so the non-linear gear vibration 
properties are of prime importance. 
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As it is known, this vibration exciting type belongs to the group of the 
rheo-non-linear vibrations [6]. Because of the composed parametric excita
tion function, Eq. (2), analytic solutions are not possible. The convenient 
way for the study of the dynamic behaviour is the computer simulation. 

Further on, the basic vibration properties of a simplified system will 
be presented. 

3.2. Basic Dynamic Behavio·u1'. 

The basic vibration properties of a simple one mass system with harmonic 
excitation can be studied by the stability chart. see ex. [6]. 

Introducing into the Eq. (2) an \) = 21. periodic excitation function 
with J,: = L //k = 0 and assuming a load independent case, v;e get a simple 
cosine type excitation. see Fig. 6. where T = ;.)1 . t is a dimensionless param
eter. ;.)1 being the input angular speed. Reducing the system of Eq. (2) into 
a one mass system [7]. the resulting homogeneous differential equation is a 
rheo-linear. ?-.Iatthieu type one. 

Fig. 6. Simple cosine type excitation function 

The ",'s system eigenfrelluency in this case is ,,-,'s = VCo /111. where Co cy 
is the gear engagement spring stiffness [8], and m is the reduced mass of the 
one mass system. The tooth angular frequency ""z = ""1 . '::1 = '2"f=- v:here 
fo is the tooth frequency. It can be concluded from the stability chart. that 
at ",'1 input speeds of: 

2· ;.)s 

t' = 1,2, .... ex:. (3) 
v 

resonance points develop. In the gearing technics, the resonance point cor
responding to c' =2 is called as main resonance. Introducing the N dimen
sionless number by: 

F • V ( 4) 

the resonance points are at N = 2.1, (2/3).1/2. (2/5) ....• and the main res
onance corresponds to the value of N = 1. The _v values in parenthesis. 
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corresponding to the odd values of l.', are generally not important, and do 
not develop in the presence of damping. 

The excitation intensity can be characterised by the C~ = Ck ICo ex
citation intensity factor. Greater intensities give broader resonance regions, 
characterised by more intensive \'ibrations, even in the case of the presence 
of damping and inversely. 

For the simulation study of gear vibration. one can generate by com
puter simulation quasi stationary resonance curves, by simulating an accel
eration process at a given nominal static specific tooth normal load, from 71] 

zero speed over the main resonance point. The diagram ordinate on the res
onance curves is the dimensionless value. the contact force magnification 
factor. defined by the follov.:ing equation: 

(5) 

where Fs Ib is the total constant specific load on the teeth, and FN jib is 
rhe real dynamic specific tooth load on the individual tooth in mesh. 11 is 
the number of teeth actually in mesh. -Ilb 15 the rotation angle on the drive 
gear. corresponding to one tooth mesh. 

s A N/mmpm 

3S~ 
I 

30 

20 

10 

F Ib 
IN/mm! 

For real gear vibration excitation functions, E'l. (2), generally the k i= l. 
nevertheless the basic characteristics of the parametric vibrations can be 
fairly well represented with all ideal gear train model. 
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Fig. 8. Yibration exciTing intensiTY compOllPms for ideal gt·al' wiTh real meshing 

T'o denlonstrate the basic behayiour of (t r~lE'o-lillear ~ysreln as a reference 
one, an ideal gear train model belHl\·i01.lr is simlll<Hed. with a quasi stationary 
acceleration process. A linear single TOoth pair for,e-cleflection character
istic. so constant stiffIless at e<H:h coIliact point i", applied. E\·identl~·. the 
stiffneSS values vary from point to point. Further 011. the code "\VBlin refer:,: 
to this type of stiffness characterisr ic. The root h deforma [ions. so the load 
dependent preSSl1:'e line lc·ngth is taken inro the calculation. see Fig. 2b. 
Consequently. rhe system is not exactly linear. l>1li at Cl COIlSTant "pC'cific 
load. it can be accepted as a good approximation. 

Fig. 7 represenrs the .5 ('')1: Fs / b) reel nc('cl STiffness fUIlction. \\'hich 
is the excitation one. and the .< (:':1: fUllction. which represent" the 
stiffness variation. The lat reI' determines The sys tem eigenfrequeLcy. Tllf' 
nominal (at zero load) comaet ratio for this rrain is Eo 1. I. so at high 
specific load values the ECl >2. The 8j contact jnnctio1!.s for the individual 
teeth enable to follo\\' the mesh conditions of the gp(\!,s [4]. Fig. 8 shows the 
reduced Fourier components of the excitation function. the e'l, excitation 
intensity factors. The code "\VB!in refers to Cl linear ~ingle toot h stifflles~ 

charac terist ic. 

Fig. 9a represents the resonance cun'e ft)!, this gear variant. FbI' The 
simulation, the h = 0 backlash value \\'as chosen. for avoiding the non
linearities involved in the case of tooth flank separations. A fairly 10\\', 

D: = 0.001 Lehr damping ratio was chosen. to assure the dp\'elopment of 
the resonance points. 

The gear and other parameters are given on the Figure. The marked 
N values show the resonance locations. At lower speeds. even in the case 
of a small damping, the resonances cannot de\·elop. The relati\'ely small 
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\"~br2Tion~ are rel(tri\~ely reclnccd. bur in the 

i:ihrarioll:-: (ire pre:-;cnt. E"pe('i(-~fily r11e 
-l ... arc irnporfcHlf. 

4. ~on-linear Vibrations in the Case of Ideal Gear Geometry 

For ,he st1ldy of the effens of some ba::;ic gear parameters and meshillg prop
enies introducing non-linearity. the preyiously applied real gear train with 
ideal g(':o!lletry \\"as dlOSe!1. Real tooth engagement "'as applied ill all cases, 

The real moth engagemellt means that rrw pressure line length is load 
depenclenr. so the reduced stiffness funrrioll. so the excitation properties 
\'ary ill the function of the load, Further 011. the ycniable contact length 
influellces the ayerage damping as well. So. the influence of the nominal 
load. the realistic haddash and the non-linear single tooth characteristic 
\\'as .'i,udied. Fell' all cases. quasi Sla tionar:,· accclera t ion or decE'lera tion 
processes were simulated and the ratio of the contact force magnification 
factor was calculated. see Eg. (5), 

Fig. Db represent the basic effect of the hacklash. im'olving important 
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non-linearity. For the sake of the better repre:,entCition of the basic features. 
the pre\"iously applied damping ratio v:a.~ applied. The i~ = Cl values in
dicate the separation of the tooth flanks. ella bled by the presellce of thc 
backlash. (tharacterisric non-linear resonance \yirh recluced 
peak values. ilS compared 1"0 The case of Fig. Do. Because of the il':erage 
stiffness reducing effect of the backlash~ the l'eSOll(lllCf' 

speeds. Fig. Dc represents tile influence of 
OH 

are ejl lcr\':cr 
lo(ul. in 

s. The 

flank separarioIls. so the re~On(illCf~' locaTions 1110ve to The direction of lc)"'.Ycl' 

Because of the increa::.:ccl C".l,. values. the ,:ibrcltlo11:::: (:1'c 11lOl'f' llHell

SlVE". "v',~irh increased conTcict force ele'"':ation factors. 

tlle ('r::-:e 01 \\-Blill. lillt'Cll' 

tooth lO(ld \-{-dne:-; the 

tOOTh Hank 
lcrv:cr (1::; In ,Lt, 

cases en slTlall dr1111ping. a:ad the 

factors are 
intensity factors. 

tion of ihe 111(1111 rE-~OllaIl(,f:' 

region. and it extends \t-) The rC:-"'OIl(illf'(, r:T \~ 

kn()\\~n in the field of the nOll-linear \-ihratioll:-'. 
On 

characteristIC ~iifflle:-:~ C11r i :(' t~'pe I~ as IT L~ OIl 

:)C'ctiOll. (lEd li11t'(!r lureI'. The ~riffne:-;;--

related 
to the \\"rBliE ('a~e. :,ee Pi.'? 11. Th(, FOl1rier ('()rnp()llf'nr~ of rh(' \·ihrc1riozl 

exciting intensity are . .:.;11o\':n on Fig. 8. 
Based on the rpsonan('e curYp~ Oll Fig. 12. OEt? can ~(-'(' that the \*ihrc)riol1 
effects are smOOTher Than for rhe \\'Blin c"se. ~ee Fig. lO. The ()f 
it is the s.111ooth beginning parT of The sin.u:le tooth pair stlffn('~~ C111"1:e. \he 
sIllaller average stiffness and the l11C1'eascd COIlTact ratio. IT>~ll!iillg highcr 
m-erage damping. The load illflllell,e. 11o'\"CYC1". j" cxpres:-;ecl. 

At Ib=5Cl :'\/mm spC'cific io([cl. HO rooth flank sep111'",ion o("(·nrs. 
2nd the rnain resonance points are aT lov:er 
SIl1all stiffness region of the eharacter:~tir cnr\~(' d()lllinar{'~. Tbe re:-.:onall('e:-: 

are reduced. lOO. rdated to ill(-' \\"Blin ("(t"e At ~pe("ifi(" l011d \'1dlle~ ill(' 
contact force magnification factors decrease. 

Based on the result~ of the :--:illlIl1ation~. onc can ~r(lre tilt!f c\*C"n 111 the 
case of ideal rooth ge()nH'ir~'. important non-linear ]wha,-i()llr is found. COll-
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r 

. In gear llicatioIl::::. characterised 

5. Dynamic Behaviour in the Case of Gears with Profile Error 

For the sTudy of the prufile error inTIuence. the :38111(' gear train v·;as applied. 
The prufile (,'lTor w,,:' taken onto rlw drive gear. as a ha~e circle error on 
each iOoth. of .h" -:20 pm. v;hich correspond::; to Cl DI::;! rISO) quality 
class :9',. This dri,'er was rolled together \\'ith the dri\'en geeH'. l1(l\'lng ideal 

tooth geonletry. 

On Fig. 13 the reduced stiffness and the stiffness functions \\'ith the C'" com
ponents. and the ('oman runctions are shown. fur lillcar single rooth stiffness 
characteristic i.\YBlinl. The .; excitation fUllction considerably. re-

lated to the ideal geometry. especially at lo\,;er ;;;pecific load le,·e!s. The Cit 
excitation inrensity factors increa::;e similarly. especially at low specific load 
le\'(');;. 

On Fig. 14 a an 11=0 backlash \'alue was applied. for the sake of C0111-
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6. The Influence of the Pitch Error 

For the ~t\ldy of rill' pirc!l error innuence. 
011 all drii'e gear tc-eth. For cl"{cating this tn)e of error. it is to Cd:'IJ.','" 

each second tooth profile: it results antomatically ,lll opposite pitch 
error with the foll()\\-ing tOl)th nank. For the simuiation. this gear ',\"as taken 
into meshing with a dri\"en i',-heel of ideal roOTh geometry. and ,,-Blin tYDe 
single tooth pair f()l'ce-denccrion characteristic was applied. The resulting 
red uced stiffness aud the stiffness funct ions and r he Sj cont an functions 

/ 

are presented on Fig. 15. The Ck intensity components are repre5('nre(1 
on Fig. 16. 

The basic period angle of the excitation and the stin'ne,,;; function is 
now the double as pre\·iously. This corresponds to the fact that each second 
tooth is displaced with the given pitch error. gii-ing so a double period. That 

15 \"hy new C;, components appear. see Fig. 16. The ~,1 value:, OIl Fig. 16 
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15. Reduced ~tiffnes~ and stiffness funcTions fur (1 gear train \virh pitch (>rror 

Qk' f,J 

r 
r ~ " 

, I,~, FN,'O'''"'',,/mm O,h 

12345678910 123{.56789'\O 

-- WBlin Ideai gearing 

WBlin with pitch error 

"1=53 Z2= 65 m =12 

fpbr = :::0,02 mm pitch error 

Fiq. 1 C. Fouri,-'l' CO!lljlmWlllS of thf' rf'duced stiffnes::i fUllction for gear v:itll pitch 

1'f'£"('1' to the Fonricr illdexc5 of dlt, iciecd tOOTh geollletry. F()f the sake of 
CCHllparlSOll. ihe ideal ~ear cornpnllf'IlT i:3 indicated. too. 

For the hetTer presC'Ilratioll of the bClsic i,"ibratioIl chclracterisric5. El ~ilnulc!

tion ,,,as realised \'i:iril a lo\,; damping ratio. see Fiq. 17([. In accordance \\'ith 
I 

rhe ne;;;,' C·,~. \"ibr;1tion excitaTion intensity factors. ne\y resonance points ap-

pear: thf' rf'SOllilllCe Cilr\'e sh'lj)(' differs cOl1sidfrably from that for ideal gear 
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Fig. 17. RC;-;U!ltllH'e Clll'ye::-: for gear t:faill v:irh pirch error 

geometry. see Fig. Da. This charaneri",ic rt'l1lillll" e\'(':1 <ll higher daIllpillg 
ratios. see Fig. 17bcd. AbO\-e the input speed about nl=200/miIl .. rhl' ,-i
bration peaks remain pracric,llly at tlw level of the rcsonaIlCC poiIlts. The 
maximum \-altH'" at the main reSOllance point remain practically OIl the sallle 

level. So. intensi\-c vibration is found on the whole speed region. All inrcr

esting result for that case that the resouances ilt .-\: =2/3 appear. which was 
not the case for normal gears. , 

The ~\' ndues on Fig. 17 are s!Il1liar to the pre\'iou"ly defined .Y values. 
but they are calcula ted wit h the actua 1 a\'erage stiffness. helonging to the 
gIven specific load. 
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7. Conclusions, Future Work 

The simulation results of gear train dynamic analysis presented in this paper 
have Sho\YIl ,that even in the case of ideal rooth geometry. important non
linear effects de\'elop. if the real tooth meshing conditions are taken into 
consideration, Similarly, the tooth errors involve important load dependenr 
fea tures. For enabling the treatment of these phenomena, a complex dy
namic model is needed and careful tooth meshing analysis is to carry out. 
On the other side. the single tooth pnir force-deflection curve type influences 
considera bly the dynamic behaviour of the gear train. too, 

Future work is needed for the study of the dynamic behm'iour in the 
case of realistic gears wirh randomly distributed fabrication errors. and un
der continuously ,,-aria hIe loa d conditions, 
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